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ABSTRACT
Since the rst reported oating-gate structure in 1967, oatinggate transistors have been used widely to store digital information for long periods in structures such as EPROMs and EEPROMs. Recently, oating-gate devices have found applications
as analog memories, analog and digital circuit elements, and
adaptive processing elements. Floating-gate devices have found
commerical applications, e.g. ISD, for long-term non-volatile information storage devices for analog applications. The focus of
oating-gate devices has been towards fabrication in standard
CMOS processes, as opposed to the specialized processes for fabricating digital nonvolatile memories. Floating-gate circuits can
be designed at any or all of three levels: analog memory elements,
capacitive-based circuit elements, and adaptive circuit elements.

In 1967, Kahng and Sze reported the rst oating-gate
structure as a mechanism for nonvolatile information storage [1]. Since then, oating-gate transistors have been used
widely to store digital information for long periods in structures such as EPROMs, EEPROMs, and Flash memories
[2, 3]. Figure 1 sketches the growth of non-volatile digital technology from the inception of the oating-gate device in 1967. These digital nonvolatile memory technologies
have only been fabricated on specialized IC processes. Even
though digital memories have been the primary application
for oating-gate devices, recently oating-gate devices have
been used as circuit elements. Floating-gate devices are not
inherently digital memories, it only depends upon the way
the circuit designer uses the available technology.
Figure 1 also sketches the progress of oating-gate devices and circuits other than EEPROM devices. The research in oating-gate circuits has been exponentially increasing over the last several years; the goal is to further
develop this technology to give researchers a wider set of
solutions in solving integrated circuit problems. The focus of this paper, which introduces the special session on
oating-gate devices and circuits, is to show that oatinggate devices are not just for memories anymore, but are
circuit elements with analog memory and important timedomain dynamics.
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Figure 1:

Circuit diagram of progress in oating-gate devices. In the overall picture, digital memories (EPROMs, EEPROMs and Flash memories) have been the primary application
for oating-gate elements, and have been a very important part
of today's market. Floating-gate circuits, although currently a
small part of the industry, have been rapidly increasing over the
last 10 years.

1. INITIAL WORK ON FLOATING-GATE CIRCUITS
The current interest in oating-gate circuits started from
developing large-scale computations in neuromorphic systems; several examples of neuromorphic systems are described elsewhere [4]. The introduction of the ETANN chip
in 1989 showed the potential of using oating-gate devices
for applications other than digital memory elements [5].
The core of the chip's function was an analog vector-matrix
calculation employing a oating-gate array of 10240 analog
matrix elements. The oating-gate devices, developed in
a specialized EEPROM fabrication process, were used as
an analog oating-gate memory; the output of these cells
were currents that were directly used by multiplier circuits.
Furthermore, this Intel product was considered for various
applications, and the resulting insights would be crucial in
building future oating-gate chips, insights that would not
have been demonstrated in any other way. One issue was
that the interfacing, packaging, and cost of the ETANN chip
often o set the impressive computational ability of the chip.
Three research accomplishments laid the groundwork
for much of the current oating-gate circuit development.
First, Thomsen and Brooke's demonstration and use of electron tunneling in a standard CMOS double-poly process
allowed many researchers to investigate oating-gate circuit concepts without requiring access to specialized fabrication processes [6]. Second, the  MOS, or neuron-MOS,
circuit approach by Shibata and Ohmi provided the initial inspiration and framework to use capacitors for linear
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Figure 2: Spectrum of oating-gate device and circuit research, with representatives of oating-gate circuits and applications.
Several more quality examples can be found in the papers given at this session. [9]
computations [7]. These researchers concentrated on the
oating-gate circuit properties instead of the device properties, and used either ultra-violet (UV) light to equalize
charge, or simulated oating-gate elements by opening and
closing MOSFET switches. Third, Carver Mead's adaptive
retina gave the rst example of using contiuously-operating
oating-gate programming/erasing techniques, in this case
UV light, as the backbone of an adaptive circuit technology
[8].
2. CURRENT STATE OF FLOATING-GATE DEVICE
AND CIRCUITS
The last six years have seen an explosion of oating-gate
technology applied not only to non-volatile memories, but
also towards oating-gate circuits. Although neuromorphic
applications have been a prominent use of this technology,
the focus has shifted towards utilizing oating-gate circuits
to solve practical analog and digital circuit problems. This
explosion has resulted in a wide range of devices and circuits
that can be fabricated in either a single-poly or a doublepoly process.
Figure 2 shows the spectrum of oating-gate device and
circuit research, with a representative selection of circuit
illustrations of particular oating-gate circuits and applications. Several more quality examples can be found in the
papers given at this session [9]. In the following three subsections, we will brie y overview the three major thrusts in
oating-gate device and circuits. First, oating-gate devices
are used as analog memory elements. Second, oating-gate
devices are used as part of capacitive-based circuits. Third,

oating-gate devices are used as adaptive circuit elements.
We have written detailed overviews of these topics elsewhere
[10, 11, 12, 13, 14].
2.1. CMOS Floating-Gate Memory Elements
Floating-gate devices have been used for long-term nonvolatile information storage devices for analog applications.
Since digital storage is the primary application of
oating-gate devices, the next extension was to develop analog oating-gate memories. There is nothing inherently digital in the use of EEPROMs except in the implementation of
the reading and writing circuitry. The development of programmable analog oating-gate memory arrays [15] eventually resulted in ISD's analog EEPROM chips that have
found applications in audio recording applications [16].
A oating gate is a polysilicon gate surrounded by SiO2 .
Charge on the oating gate is stored permanently, providing
a long-term memory, because it is completely surrounded
by a high-quality insulator. Furthermore, the charge on this
oating-gate can be modi ed by projecting UV light on the
chip, by applying large voltages across a silicon-oxide capacitor to tunnel electrons though the oxide, or by adding electrons using hot-electron injection. The physical e ects of
hot-electron injection and electron tunneling become more
pronounced as the line-widths of existing processes are further scaled down [17], improving our oating-gate circuits.
Harrison and colleagues used oating-gate technology
to eliminate o -chip-biasing voltages in the existing system by providing these voltages on-chip with arrays of programmable oating-gate voltages [18]. Modern analog, neu-

romorphic, or mixed-mode VLSI chips typically have large
numbers of inputs and analog parameters, and the number
of available pins is often a limiting factor in these systems.
By moving the analog parameters and circuit biases onto
the chip, we eliminate many pins that would normally connect to external potentiometers. The array of oating-gate
memory elements can be individually programmed either
up or down by straightforward digital controls. This chip
uses an active capacitor compensation scheme to null out
the capacitive e ects resulting from changing the tunneling
or drain voltage; practical system design often must take
these e ects into consideration.
2.2. Computation with oating-gate devices
Shibata and Ohmi called their oating-gate devices neuronMOS transistors [7], based on the loose analogy between
the function performed by these devices and by cells in the
nervous system. Yang and Andreou refer to such devices
as multiple-input oating-gate MOS (FGMOS) transistors
[19]. Ramirez-Angulo calls them multiple-input oatinggate (MIFG) transistors [20]. The way of thinking about
FGMOS transistors introduced by Shibata and Ohmi has
resulted in a number of interesting analog and and digital
information-pocessing circuits, including a multiple-input
oating-gate di erential ampli er [19], a four-quadrant
oating-gate multiplier [20], simple D/A converters [21],
and translinear circuits [22].
The oating-gate voltage, determined by the charge
stored on the oating-gate, can modulate a channel between a source and drain, and therefore can be used in
computation. Floating-gate circuits provide IC designers
with a practical a capacitor-based technology; capacitors,
rather than resistors, are a natural result of a MOS process. Floating-gate devices can compute a wide range of
translinear functions by a particular choice of capacitive
couplings into oating-gate devices [22]. Minch generalized the concept of translinear circuits using the inspiration resulting from subthreshold MOS transistors and capacitive voltage dividers [13]. Later in this session, Minch
will present oating-gate log-domain circuits [9], RamirezAngulo will present his oating-gate circuit work, and Harrison et. al. will present oating-gate circuits used in the
biological modeling of y vision.
A second application of this technology is to build circuits with a programmable threshold voltage; therefore the
threshold voltage can be set to a convienant location for a
given circuit. Berg and Lande have developed a generalized oating-gate technique for tuning MOS-transistor circuits for low voltage (less than 1V power supply) operation
[9, 23]. These researchers program the threshold voltages of
both pFETs and nFETs, fabricated in a basic double-poly
CMOS processes, using UV-light and reverse-biased power
rails.
2.3. Adaptive oating-gate devices
The most novel and exciting development involving oatinggate devices are circuits have the inherent ability to adapt
to the incoming and outgoing signals. Once the adaptation
is nished, the resulting network state is preserved nearly
inde nitely, due to the nonvolatile property of oating-gate

devices. This property was the fundamental motivation behind the development of single-transistor synapses, single
oating-gate FETs that emulate some of the computational
and adaptive properties of biological synaptic elements [24].
The single-transistor synapse resulted from two circuit
innovations [10, 12, 24, 25]. First, interpoly electron tunneling, used in early oating-gate applications [6], is unacceptable for continuously adapting applications due to the rapid
oxide degradation. Electron tunneling through a MOS capacitor and pFET hot-electron injection are signi cantly
more reliable schemes; the Etox EEPROM cell, developed
independently [3], also uses electron tunneling though gate
oxide for increased reliability. Second, the oating-gate currents must be modulated in a continuous fashion without
signi cantly altering the circuit's behavior; therefore, slow
updates can occur simultaneously with circuit computations. This thinking was the primary reason for choosing a
complementary form of electron tunneling and hot-electron
injection to modify the oating-gate charge.
Of the several examples of continuously-adapting
oating-gate circuits [10], one of the most elegant examples
of an adaptive oating-gate pFET circuit is the autozeroing
oating-gate ampli er (AFGA) [10, 26]. The AFGA uses
tunneling and pFET hot-electron injection to adaptively
set its DC operating point. The modulation of the pFET
hot-electron injection by the output voltage provides the
correct feedback to return the output voltage to the proper
operating regime. Because of feedback applied to the oating gate, this adaptation is an inherent part of the circuit's
operation|no additional control circuitry is required. The
AFGA demonstrates how to use continuous-time, oatinggate adaptation in ampli er design, and is an example of
how one of many classical engineering problems is solvable
using oating-gate techniques. AFGAs have been the basis
of many capacitor-based continuous-time lters and sensor
interface circuits [10]. This continuous adaptation shows a
method to take advantage of very small devices that, under normal operation, have non-negligible hot-electron and
tunneling currents [27].
Recently, building networks of continuously adapting
oating-gate synapses has received considerable interest.
Current results clearly show that oating-gate synapses,
and the resulting circuits, adapt to encode the statistics
of incoming input signals [9, 28]. Ha iger and Rasche will
present an analog oating-gate model of biologically realistic `silicon neurons' using oating-gate learning synapses,
that perform on-chip learning by emulating a form of longterm potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD)
as observed in biological neurons [9].
3. FUTURE OF FLOATING-GATE CIRCUITS
The future looks promising for oating-gate circuits. For
oating-gate circuits to continue on its ever-expanding trend,
a few achievable hurdles must be overcome. First, the
oating-gate charge must be quickly modi ed during initial
test proceedures to move all the oating-gate circuits to a
useful operating range. Most oating-gate circuits exhibit
very robust behaviors once they are in the neighborhod of
their proper operating range. Typical constraints for industrial IC testing require characterization times in the mil-

lisecond range, a requirement not satis ed by most current
oating-gate circuits. These constraints will be more significant for chips utilizing hundreds or thousands of oatinggate devices, as is expected with the adaptive oating-gate
applications. A second issue is to increase the industrial
applications of oating-gate devices, and to look for applications to imbed these circuits into various system applications. A nal issue is to strengthen the community
of researchers working in this eld, to encourage new researchers in this eld, and to build a common language to
facilitate collaborations in this area.
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